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Abstract: In this study, we have focused on the difference between video producers and viewers. In order to clarify the 
differences, we proposed the new method to gather the emotional reaction. The method is to gather the viewers' emotional 
reaction data in real-time while the viewers is watching an image content. We gathered the emotional reaction data of the 
video producers and viewers, and compared it. In this paper, we report that a part of difference between video producers 
and viewers became clear by the new method. 
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䛻䛿 2008ᖺ 10᭶ 15᪥䛛䜙ྠᖺ 10᭶ 28᪥䛾ᮇ㛫䛻
୍ே䛪䛴◊✲ᐊ䛻᮶䛶ᐇ㦂䛻༠ຊ䛧䛶㡬䛔䛯䚹ᐇ㦂








































































䝉䝑䝖䜰䝑䝥䛧䛯 Panasonic CF-W5 䜢౑⏝䛧䠈Internet 
Explorer 䛛䜙 ERICA 䛾䝅䝇䝔䝮䛻䜰䜽䝉䝇䛧䛯䚹ᫎീ
䛿 2008 ᖺᗘ䛻ไస䛥䜜䛯ᗈሗ䝡䝕䜸䛾᭱᪂∧ DVD
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